
AXIXIC
Mapping the Cultural 
Landscape

This presentation seeks to provide some background on the 
extraordinary 45 minute film that La Cochera has made about 
Axixic and its mythic roots at the 2022 Hot Docs Film festival
The town of Axixic is a centre of cultural life given its proximity 
to Guadalajara, second largest city in Mexico. 



Axixic:  Mapping the Cultural Landscape

Axixic is nestled between the lake and the 
mountains to the north.  It has benefited from a 
rich natural setting between San Juan Cosala
Mountains and Lake Chapala, the country’s 
largest fresh water lake.



Dry Season: the arroyos

Leon from his rooftop High on the side of the cordillera View toward an arroyo

Some views of the mountain sides 
above Axixic with architect, Leon 
Felipe, one of the project’s leaders.



Dry Season: the arroyos 

Thom & Jennifer on the trail 

Arroyo el Tepalo

El Tepalo

Cochera organizers Jennifer Stanley and Thom 
Weeks exploring the slope above Axixic.
Most of the year the water ways, or arroyos, are 
dry but when the rains come they surge with 
water.



Dry Season: the arroyos 

Although it is often not evident, water is at the 
heart of Axixic’s identity – not only the 80km 
long Lake Chapala but also the many rivers that 
replenish the lake.  The name ‘Axixic’ is a 
reference to the sound of water falling.



La Cochera,
Cultural Centre 

With the support of La Cochera, an Axixic arts cooperative, local artist, Antonio Lopez Vega, local architect, Leon Felipe ---
and the late Canadian architect and urbanist, Joyce Drohan have worked together, bringing their unique perspectives to 
the initial cultural mapping of the town.  This mapping and conceptual work done in 2019 is a starting point for other 
artists and cultural representatives in Axixic and elsewhere to deepen the exploration, especially to foster awareness of 
this unique cultural landscape.



AXIXIC
Mapping the Cultural 
Landscape

In 2022 the Mexican federal government is engaged in a campaign to celebrate and 
elevate the ‘pueblos magicos’ or ‘’magical villages’ of Mexico.  Axixic meets this 
description and, as such, should benefit from possible cultural programs that can 
reinforce the many wonderful historic and cultural landmarks already identified in 
the work of Antonio, Leon Felipe and Joyce



axixic– Historic Mapping Axixic

Guadalajara

Axixic is indicated by the circle.  Modern day Guadalajara is north 
          



Axixic
Deities – Tlalaoc, 
God of Rain

The local indigenous communities, Nuhuatl and others, bring a deep respect for the pre-Hispanic sites, rituals and deities of the area along with a deep desire to protect them.
Their artwork reflects the presence of the creation myths in everyday life.  The Nierika sculpture on the right by Antonio Lopez Vega represents the passage of water from the mountains and 
arroyos above through the central body to the serpents which distribute the water back to the lake.



Axixic
Deities:  Michicihualli
& the Origin Narrative

Here are some artistic 
impressions of Michi-cihualli,
the goddess of the lake.



Axixic

The Shape of Water

AXIXIC

The town site of Axixic stretches along the strip of land between the mountains and the lake.  Water flowing 
across the town is either contained in underground sewers or directed down wide streets to the lake.



Axixic

The Shape of 
Water & Town

A X I X I C

The network of streets of the town of Axixic.  Some of which 
carry the water to the lake.



Axixic

Land-Myth Overlay

Nierika

The proposal: The Nierika sculpture which we have seen in a previous slide is superimposed of a map of the 
immediate area to integrate the image with the actual geography as well as the layout of the town



Axixic

Land-Myth Overlay
Tlalaoc, Michicihualli & Nierika

Adding some detail and imagery to this framework explores the imagery and 
creates some suggestions about how it might be integrated into the design of the 
town.  The images of the plan point to the mythic underpinnings of the local 
indigenous inhabitant: The Tlalaoc, Michi-ciualli & Nierika peoples



An early mapping of Axixic begins to make the cultural 
landscape legible.  Key locations include: 

• Pre-Hispanic sites & features: Piedra Rayada, Ojo de 
Agua, historic walking paths & sites in the mountains 
including the arroyos Tepalo & Tempisque as well as 
key vantage points like el Mirador & el Pandito

• Cultural organizations: Centro Cultural, Casa de Neill 
James (ahora Chapala Lake Society), La Cochera 
(cooperativa de Artes)

• Civic/Catholic Church: Municipal Centre, San Andreas 
Church and other churches/church services and 
facilities 

Axixic

Cultural Landscape -
Early Mapping

This map shows how existing features in the village are integrated into the overall 
concept.  The location of many of the existing features of the town; the zocalo 
and the streets relate to and reinforce the overall diagram in the previous slide.



A closer exploration of central Axixic shows in 
more detail the physical connections between key 
cultural sites and the general urban pattern.  Key 
findings: 

• North-south streets that carry large volumes 
of water in the rainy season from the foot of 
the mountains . Opportunity:  ‘Calles Azules’

• Multiple cultural places within the centre with 
the main plaza, Centro Cultural, municipal 
offices and main churches – earlier and later          
Opportunity: a central market 

• Vecindades – usually family-owned properties 
that develop organically as the family matures, 
some, rich places of cultural shared across 
generations – eg: music, woodcraft, weaving   
Opportunity: new models of the ‘vecindad’ as 
a place to nurture local culture, eg: La Cochera

Axixic Centro

Axixic

Cultural Mapping:
Central Area

As we look closer we can see more detail and get a sense of 
how actual buildings might fit into the larger scheme



Axixic
Calles Azules
in the Central Area 

This diagram explores ways to integrate the 
flow of water into the streets of the central 
area while emphasizing the central 
connection of the mountains to the lake via 
two main arroyo-streets in the town.  We 
call these Calles Azules.  



Axixic
Calles Azules Details

The day to day things that lie beneath our feet:  The paving and even catch basin 
covers can be enhanced and celebrated making the mere act of walking a 
delightful activity.   Sketches and idea-grams help in this conceptual exploration.



Axixic
Cultural Landscape:
Iglesias y Capillas

There are many special features of the town: churches and shrines that were built after the 
conquest and are essential to the history of the town can be celebrated along with myths of 
earlier peoples and integrated into the larger story.  The tolling of the bells intermingle with 
other sounds of the town



Axixic
Lugares Sagradas en
la Natura

On the slopes above Axixic, yet linked with the town, there are 
more sacred and special places to celebrate.



Axixic
Rituals: Palm Sunday

Special Events.  Festivals.  Ceremonies.  The proposed interventions to the 
urban design of the town can enhance the religious and spiritual life of 
the community and give visitors to Axixic so much more richness to enjoy.



Axixic
Events: Easter Week
in the Central Plaza

Festivals.  Events.  Will have a more defined zone to take place 
and will attract even more people.



Axixic
Street Murals

The cultural impact of murals on the 
walls of the town can make Axixic a 
magnet for visitors, local, national 
and international.



Axixic
Emblem of the 
Cultural Landscape

A symbol of Axixic will help it become 
recognizable as a special place.



axixic– Cultural Mapping Storyboard

More detailed planning, 
consultation and design will be 
needed to make these 
interventions a practical 
reality.  
Much more to do ………… but a 
direction has been set.



AXIXIC
Mapping the Cultural 
Landscape

April/May 2019

We hope this helps to support this 
exceptional town and elevate it to a 
special place in the hearts of Mexicans 
and to those that visit from elsewhere
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